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Great Bay National Estuarine
Research Reserve (GBNERR) is
an estuary comprised of 7,300
acres of tidal waters and 2,935
acres of coastal land. Acquired
through land purchases and
conservation easements,
GBNERR was designated on
October 3, 1989 to be
preserved for the purposes
of education, research and
resource protection.

GBNERR
Manager: Cory Riley
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GREAT BAY

W

ho hasn’t dreamed of flying? Not in an airplane, but gliding;
surveying the word beneath us and coasting with the wind.
This issue of Great Bay Matters is all about birds, those lucky
creatures that we all associate with the freedom of flight. Birds are
amazing animals and through studying them, people have learned
much about evolution, behavioral science and problem solving.
Throughout history, we have relied on their sensitivity to warn us of
danger; whether that be a gas leak in a coal mine or an impending
earthquake. Birds are symbols of our grandest societal goals; peace
(the dove), strength (the eagle), and wisdom (owl). They are also often symbols of environmental
action - as with the return of birds of prey since the ban on DDT, or inaction- as with the
extinction of the dodo. As you read about the saltmarsh sparrow in this issue you will see that our
local birds are providing us a forewarning about sea level rise; and the osprey story will fill you with
hope that by working together, people and birds can take wing and soar.
Cory Riley, Reserve Manager, GBNERR
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How tiny sparrows
learn to nest in a
dynamic environment
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almost entirely. To lessen the effects of tidal flooding on nest
success, tidal marsh birds can utilize several different adaptations, such as placement of nests at a height that exceeds
the tides but is low enough to the marsh surface to minimize
predation, egg retrieval behaviors, rapid post-flood re-nesting and timing of nesting attempts
to avoid peak seasonal tides. With
rising sea-levels and an increased
frequency and duration of flooding
events, however, these adaptations
may be insufficient for continued
nesting success.
One species most vulnerable to
the impacts of sea-level rise on tidal
marshes is the saltmarsh sparrow, a
tidal marsh specialist with its global
range limited to marshes along the
Atlantic Coast of the United States.
Weighing in at about 8 pennies,
these small birds build their nests
in the marsh grasses a mere 4-8
inches off the marsh surface – just
above the mean high water level.
Saltmarsh sparrows have been
evolving with tidal marshes for several million years, and one of the
reasons they have been so successful is because their reproduction is adapted to fit within the tidal cycle. Females, the
sole providers when it comes to raising chicks, will construct
a nest, and lay and incubate the eggs within about 15 days,
giving the chicks only a few days of growing before the highest tides approach. With most nests failing due to flooding,
a female saltmarsh sparrow may construct and tend to up to
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ost people view salt marshes from their edges.
From there, marshes look like a desolate field of
grass interwoven with creeks and pools, and of
course filled with mosquitos. Who would want to go there?
The truth is, not many creatures can even live in this space
linking the marine and terrestrial
environments. In fact, throughout
North America there are only about
25 terrestrial species that live solely
within tidal marshes. To thrive in
this challenging environment, a
species must deal with daily tidal
flooding, high salinity levels and low
plant diversity. However, if they can
adapt to these conditions the tradeoffs are big – lots of food and very
little competition. But tidal marshes
across the east coast are being
degraded and lost at a rapid rate due
to human modifications and sealevel rise, leaving species that rely
solely on this habitat vulnerable to
drastic population declines.
On the east coast, several species
of birds, such as the willet, black
duck, clapper rail and a few sparrows, breed in tidal marshes using ground nests built in the
grass. Nest flooding and predation are two risks that are likely
to have influenced the evolution of nesting strategies of these
tidal marsh birds. Water levels within a marsh fluctuate predictably with the 28-day lunar cycle, producing peaks in tide
height with the new and full moons that result in one to two
consecutive days each tidal cycle when marshes are flooded

© SCOTT HERON CC-BY-SA-2.0

3 nests within a single breeding season to successfully fledge
her chicks.
Since 2011, Dr. Adrienne Kovach and her students at
the University of New Hampshire have been studying New
Hampshire’s saltmarsh sparrow populations to track longterm patterns of nesting success and survival. Recently,
Kovach and graduate student Bri Benvenuti, looked closer at
the species’ nesting habits to see if female saltmarsh sparrows
modify their nesting behaviors based on their prior experiences. They found that not only do structural nest characteristics, such as height above the ground, surface elevation,
and vegetation type, differ among nests of different fates
(successful, flooded, depredated), but also that female saltmarsh sparrows constructed nests with different characteristics following a nest failure. Often, a female that experienced
nest failure due to flooding constructed a new nest higher
in the vegetation in her next nesting attempt, while females
that experienced failure due to depredation constructed nests
lower in the vegetation. These findings suggest that females
altered their nesting behavior based on their prior experience.
In addition to making repairs or changes to a nest’s structure, the placement of the nest within the marsh can also
increase success. Saltmarsh sparrows are known to exhibit an
extremely high degree of site fidelity – coming back to the
same marsh each year. But what if females returned to the
same locations within that marsh to nest based on the success
of their previous year’s nest? Benvenuti and Kovach found
that 85% of females returned to nest within their previous
nesting area, with some returning within a few feet of their
previous year’s nest!
Despite the evidence that suggests females make changes
in their nest structure and placement to reduce the risk of
nest failure, these adaptations may not be enough to offset
the increased flooding predicted with sea-level rise. Sea-level
rise is predicted to continue to reduce the nesting success of
saltmarsh sparrows, whose population is already declining at
a 9% annual rate. Under this rate of decline, the species is

vulnerable to extinction within the next 50 years. The findings
of this research, however, suggest that the plasticity of saltmarsh sparrows may enable them to respond to management
interventions targeted to mitigate nest flooding.

...

The research described in this article is part of a larger collaborative effort by the Saltmarsh Habitat and Avian Research Program, a
group of academic, governmental and non-profit collaborators gathering
information to conserve tidal marsh birds in the northeastern United
States. To learn more about this and other research on tidal marsh birds
visit www.tidalmarshbirds.org. Funding for this project was provided by
the United States Fish and Wildlife Service and the New Hampshire
Agricultural Experiment Station.
Bri Benvenuti, Wildlife Biologist

Numerous bird species depend on Great Bay’s tidal
marshes for food and nesting, including the Eastern
willet (left), clapper rail (center) and American black
duck (right).
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Energy,
Education,
and
Ecology
Joining Forces to Create a New Osprey Nesting and Study Site
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30 year period, many wetlands are of a similar successional stage,
conic emblems of the estuary, osprey hunt primarily by vision
especially those of close geography. Around Great Bay a recent trend
and so prefer to spend time close to shallow bodies of water where
is for forested wetlands to convert to open water, great for waterfowl
it is easier to spot fish, their primary source of food. Hunting
that like a distance to land and take off, but decreasing the number
birds dive with feet outstretched and eyes sighted straight along
of places for species that use
their talons to target their prey.
snags to raise their young.
Osprey numbers have rebounded
Understanding this situation,
in the United States following the
students at Rye Junior High
1972 ban on the pesticide DDT,
School joined forces with the
but natural nesting opportunities
Reserve to create a new osprey
around Great Bay are declining,
nesting opportunity that they
with present day abundance of
could also use as an ecological
many sites being linked to hisstudy site throughout the year.
torical activity of beaver, North
Under the tutelage of Dr. Robin
America’s largest rodent.
Ellwood, students investigated
Trapping nearly eliminated
habitat characteristics of nest
beaver from New Hampshire by
sites that had been historically
the turn of the twentieth century.
used in the Seacoast. They used
However, just six individuals
this data to design and build a
released in the late 1920s had
platform to which they added
repopulated the entire state by
Researchers band osprey chicks for population and migration studies.
a wildlife viewing camera with
1955! Like humans, beaver are
infra-red and sound recording capacity. Going above and beyond,
one of the few animals that shape their own habitat at the landscape
they integrated the platform build into other parts of their studies,
scale, felling trees to create their famous dams that turn small brooks
creating osprey artwork, doing math, and developing empathy for
into expansive wetlands. Newly flooded forests quickly turn into
wildlife along the way. One student took a step back from the
areas of snags, or standing dead trees, that provide opportunities
platform and said “So, someday there’ll be a bird sitting right
for heron rookeries, great horned owl, or osprey nesting sites. Since
here”, as he put his hands over the platform, then added “That’s
the pulse of beaver repopulation in N.H. was confined to a roughly
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Rachel Stevens, Stewardship Coordinator and Wildlife Ecologist

© RACHEL STEVENS

pretty cool!” Another looked at the project and said “We’ve built a
pretty nice home for the osprey. I hope they like it.”
A Reserve property with an open field was selected, allowing
incubating adults to easily spot both terrestrial and aerial
predators. Located next to Furber Strait it was also close to a
hot spot for food in the estuary. The energy company Eversource
kindly donated poles and provided personnel and equipment
allowing everything to come together to complete installation in
May this year. Placing the platform and camera setup took two
days. The first day individual osprey were flying low to check
out the build. At one point, three eagles, an osprey and a red tail
hawk were circling the site simultaneously. Early morning on the
second day of construction a pair of osprey were spotted sitting
together on the platform. Since then they built a nest and have
been seen mating there. That student was right, the class built
a pretty nice home for osprey – and clearly they do like it! You
can see the platform if you look west from the boat launch at
Adams Point.

SNOWY OWL
Though the snowy owl is an infrequent
visitor to areas around New Hampshire,
sightings of this large and mostly-white
raptor increase every three to five years,
especially on the coast. This phenomenon is
called an irruption, an irregular migration of a
large number of birds to atypical areas. With
a keen eye, the snowy owl can be spotted
more frequently in New Hampshire during
winter irruptions, such as the ones that
occurred in the winters of 2013-15. In fact,
these creatures have even been spotted as
far south as Texas and Georgia.
Natural History
Snowy owls are native to the arctic
regions of North America and Eurasia, where
they nest from May to June and migrate
south in winter, typically to southern Canada
and northern Eurasia.
This raptor is one of the largest and
heaviest species of owl, weighing in around
3.5 to 6.6 pounds, with a wingspan of 4.2 to
4.8 feet. Males are mostly white, with a few
dark speckles, whereas females and young
have many more dark spots or bands.
In the arctic, this owl builds its nest on
reat Bay
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Estuary Almanac

the ground on top of a mound or boulder
near beaches, fields, marshes, islands and
even airports along the coast where there is
easy access to hunting. The male may mate
with two females, nesting about a half-mile
apart. Both males and females defend the
nest, but the female will incubate the eggs
while the male stands watch close-by. The
female lays anywhere from three to eleven
eggs, incubating them for four to five weeks
before they hatch. Seven weeks after
hatching, young perfect their flight but will
continue to be fed by their parents for three
or four more weeks.
Snowy owl fecundity depends very
heavily on its prey. In seasons when prey is
abundant, owls tend to lay more eggs and
have larger irruptions. They prey primarily

							

on lemmings (a small rodent found in the
arctic) but also on rabbits, voles, squirrels,
ducks, geese, fish and sometimes songbirds.
Like other owls, they eat prey whole and
regurgitate the feathers, fur, teeth and
bones in a small pellet up to 24 hours after
consumption.
Snowy Owl in New Hampshire
Be on the lookout for these amazing
creatures near the coast this winter, as they
migrate south from the arctic. In the past,
a pair has been spotted north of Adams
Point! With the last irruption being in 2015
New Hampshire may be due another in the
coming years!
Colleen McClare, Naturalist, GBNERR
5

NERRS NEWS
Program News and Events From GBNERR

PAUL STACEY RETIRES

PREP’S STATE OF OUR ESTUARIES
CONFERENCE

P

aul Stacey, Research Coordinator
for the Great Bay National Estuarine
Research Reserve, has retired after
six years serving as coordinator. Paul
came to New Hampshire with 26 years
of experience managing and monitoring
water quality and watershed health in
Connecticut. His vast experience and
knowledge was an incredible asset to
partners throughout New Hampshire and
New England. His kind and welcoming
demeanor made him a pleasure to work
with – always encouraging people to
think big picture, consider the entire
watershed, and approach our work
from an ecosystem perspective. Paul’s
intellectual impact will continue to have
a lasting influence on estuarine science
and management in New Hampshire.

© ERIKA ZAMBELLO
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very five years, Piscataqua Region Estuaries
Partnership (PREP) produces a State of Our
Estuaries Report that examines environmental
indicators of estuarine health, such as bacteria
levels, nutrient concentrations, toxic contaminant levels, abundance of shellfish, and land
use in the coastal watershed. The report is
designed to provide readers with an accurate
understanding of environmental trends for the
Great Bay and Hampton-Seabrook estuaries
so that they may make informed land use
and resource management decisions. The
conference to release the 2018 report and
discuss trends will be held on December
8, 2017 in downtown Portsmouth, NH. For
more details, visit: http://prepestuaries.
org/2018-state-of-our-estuaries/.

THE BEACHES CONFERENCE 2017:
OUR MAINE AND NEW HAMPSHIRE
BEACHES AND COAST

6

a chance to share and learn new tools
and techniques to manage the small,
but extremely valuable coast and natural
resources that drive the economy. The
conference was a great success due in

					

part to several NH sponsors, including NH
Sea Grant, the Piscataqua Region Estuaries
Partnership, the NH Coastal Program, the
Great Bay Stewards, and the Great Bay
National Estuarine Research Reserve.
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n July, over 220 participants attended The
Beaches Conference in Wells Maine. The
goal of the conference has been to provide
continuing opportunities for exchange of
the most current information among beach
and coastal stakeholders with diverse
interests, and to present the findings from
Maine and New Hampshire beach monitoring programs.
This was the first year that NH was
officially part of the conference in name
and focus. There were 26 NH presenters,
5 exhibitors and 2 posters sharing coastal
education, research and restoration
projects. The conference fills a clear need
for NH coastal stakeholders, offering

© GRAHAM BUSH / DREAMSTIME.COM
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Educational Offerings
Help us document change in estuaries
throughout the Seacoast! Join us to learn how
to collect photographic data using a fixed point
called a Picture Post. The photos will serve
as an important data source for analyzing
changes over time in our estuaries. At the
training we will provide an overview of the
project and how the pictures will be used as
data, review the method for capturing photos,
and practice taking Picture Post photos. After
the training, you will be prepared to upload
photos from the network of Picture Posts
located across the Seacoast, including two at
the Great Bay Discovery Center.

Please join us for this training on Tuesday,
September 26, 2017, 10:00 a.m. - 12:00
p.m. at the Hugh Gregg Coastal Conservation
Center of the Great Bay National Estuarine
Research Reserve in Greenland, NH. For more
information contact Caitlin Peterson: caitlin.
peterson@unh.edu or 603.862.6707 or visit
newengland.stewardshipnetwork.org.

© KELLE LOUGHLIN PHOTOS

Take Photos to Help Track
Estuary Change Training

King Tide Photo Contest

S

ave the Date! The New Hampshire Coastal
Adaptation Workgroup (CAW) is excited
to announce the return of its annual King
Tide Photo Contest on November 5-7, 2017.
Photographing extreme high tides is an
effective way to help coastal communities
identify areas prone to flooding, visualize
potential impacts of sea-level rise, and plan
for the future. To view official contest rules
and prizes, and to learn more about King
Tides, visit: nhcaw.org.

Winning photos from CAW’s past King Tide
photo contests:
Above - 2016 First Place winner by Dan Gobbi;
Right - 2016 Second Placce winner by Amy Hansen
Be sure to follow us on Instagram @
nhcoastaladaptation to see more photos of
New Hampshire’s extreme high tides!
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A National Perspective:
New Research Reserve
joins the System

KAUAI
OAHU
HE’EIA NERR
MAUI

BIG ISLAND

H

e’eia National Estuarine Research
Reserve – In January, NOAA announced
the establishment of the first new Reserve
to join the System in more than six years.
The 1,385-acre He’eia National Estuarine
Research Reserve became the 29th in the
System. It encompasses upland forests and
grasslands, wetlands, reefs and seagrass
beds, as well as the largest sheltered body
of water in the Hawaiian Island chain. It is
located within the Kaneohe Bay estuary on
the windward side of Oahu and includes
significant historic and cultural resources.
The new Reserve will be managed
in partnership with the State of Hawaii
through the University of Hawaii’s Hawaii
Institute of Marine Biology. Like all current
Reserves in the System, NOAA provides
national programmatic leadership, guidance,
and funding. The Reserve’s management
plan, developed with state and local
partners as part of the designation process,
provides direction for research, education,
stewardship, and cultural activities for the
next five years. Funds are provided under
the Coastal Zone Management Act.

by Paul Stacey, Research Coordinator, GBNERR

The He’eia NERR is home to numerous wildlife species including the Hawaiian green turtle (Chelonia mydas).

Volunteer for Great Bay!
• Fall Educator Training: Educate school groups
about the cultural history of Great Bay. Training is
September 6th, 2017.
• Viewing Platform at Newsky Property
(Durham): This public viewing platform is well
8

					

used and needs a little attention. Great for a small
group, flexible timing.
• Fall Grounds Cleanup: Help us beautify the
grounds of the Great Bay Discovery Center
for our annual 5K road race! October 26th,
9-11:30am.
Please contact Melissa Brogle at
Melissa.Brogle@wildlife.nh.gov
or call 603 778-0015.
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• Adopt-A-Play Boat: Help keep our play boats in
tip top shape! Clean, repair, and paint as neededgreat for families!

president’s corner

Fine Tuning our Progress

W

e hope you enjoyed our
wonderful summer on
Great Bay and made use of the
many resources the estuary has to
offer. It seems like every day I hear
news of new birds, owls and other
wildlife being spotted around the
Reserve. The horseshoe crabs
arrived in abundance and were
busy throughout the summer working on their next generation.
Now it’s our turn to use the Bay!
The summer was busy for the Stewards and planning is in full
force for the fall Great Bay 5K on October 28th. The race will
have a Halloween theme as always, and will be fun for all! We are
continuing our work on an updated Strategic Plan, which promises to result in a successful and exciting future for the Stewards.
We have also created a Governance Committee to create and

review/revise policies along with many other duties.
Have you checked out the new exhibits at the Discovery
Center? This summer, Reserve staff worked on a number of
new exhibits that everyone can now enjoy. First, the boardwalk
has four new full-color signs featuring the wildlife of Great Bay,
the importance of salt marshes, Native Americans and a panel
to invite visitors to engage their senses.
A new marine debris exhibit inside the Center features the
well-known “Plinko” game as a backdrop to interpret how trash
moves through the watershed. Visitors young and old have been
enjoying the larger-than-life vertical board game using handmade creatures of the estuary.
I see a prosperous and exciting future for the Stewards.
Thank you to all our Board members, Executive Director and
Administrative Coordinator for all you do.
Jack O’Reilly, President, Great Bay Stewards

Making Great Bay Your Legacy

H

elp provide for a healthy future for the Great Bay Estuary by
making a charitable gift through your will or trust. There are

many creative and flexible options that you can choose from that
will benefit you, your family and the future conservation of Great
Bay.
In your will or living trust, you can now name the Great Bay

Stewards to receive a specific dollar amount, a percentage of your
estate, or residuary bequest. We would be happy to work with you
in setting up your gift.
© BETH HECKMAN

By creating a charitable legacy, you are helping to preserve
this incredible natural resource for future generations.
To learn more about the Stewards’ Gift Policy, please email Peter
Wellenberger for a copy - p.wellenberger@greatbaystewards.org

!

PLEASE JOIN US!

All interested parties are cordially invited to become
Great Bay Stewards. Members receive Great Bay
Matters and other pertinent mailings.

Annual dues may be paid by check made payable to the Great Bay
Stewards and sent to: GBS Membership Committee, 89 Depot Road,
Greenland, NH 03840
q Guardian $150 q Protector $75
q Steward/Family $35 q Student $20 q Other $__________
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